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Congratulations, Graduates, on the completion of this critical step in your life-plans for

vocation and service.

One of the most important moments in your life is this period of undergraduate studies.

While I know many of you view this educational experience as opening a door for

vocational opportunities, it really is a time of building character, shaping one's

worldview and coming to understand the place of Christ in your life.

You will have many opportunities of upgrading your skills, refining your talents and
honing the techniques required for vocational success. It is my hope, however, that this

time at Tyndale has been about making you into the kind of person who is now better

prepared to face life.

For much of my life I have been guided by this verse: King David in the rebuilding of the

nation recruited a group from the tribe of Issachar whom the historian records. They had
an understanding of the times and knew what Israel ought to do. Their ability to

contribute to the development and management of the nation was predicated first on their

ability to assess their surrounding world. It was on the basis of this skill that they could

then lay out a strategy of acfion.

The effective servant learns to understand the wider horizon and then decide what it is

that is important.

I'm proud of your hard work and commitment to completion. Now as you walk out into

the world of opportunity, know that at all times and in all places the Lord walks with you.

There is nothing in your life that passes His observation or interest. Not only is all of life

the Lord's, but also He has given His life so that we might excel, walking in the light of

His wisdom and grace. BHiHP ¥

Congratulations, and God's very best for you.

Brian C. Stiller

President
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To see the journey the Graduates along

with their class mates went through

keep flipping the pages!

From beginning. ..to end..
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and all the fun in between



Here's Tyndale's story in a

nutshell

lucky man thafs gotta hurt

people who should be studying



what were you doing at 3 am? just goes to show, Chris, you're

no Elijah



Frosh Week

wow! those guys really are good looking eh?!?!

%
"I wouldn't leave my daughter

with him"

mom, you really can't move in!



"Justin, isn't this a blast?" "come on guys, would Jesus
loiter?"

fear factor?



before the stress begins

"Dana, do you

think Dave wants
w your razor?"

"yeah guys, I totally

think Chris is cool,

but I won't know for

sure until the

Wonderland trip"



that's not as big as the one armed
man said it was!

"Should we lend Dave a razor?"

Dave, everyone is looking at you!

Charlie's Angels



Now let the semester begin!...

(and clean your nose while your at it!)

friendships are

formed forever
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Craigers, you got a long way to go to look like Patrick, but

the ladies still love ya!

nothing like a good nap after a meal!
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The fall arives

and all the fun begins

Feeny's green with envy, are you?
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need we say more?

a rose between 2 Rachels
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the cutest roommates

the best roommate ever
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Dorm fun

(senior style)
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once again the ra's

helped relieve stress

through a great

dorm night, thanks!

it's not like I made it when I was

younger, but I you still can't come
close to matching it Ethel!

"the Shawshank Redemption,"

part two, "when they are older"



A closer look at the rez
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no words needed 19



...And their dorm events

look at those pipes,

almost as big as

Craigers

I guess we know who cut

the cake!

I ^ Jessica, you were a

great ra and friend,

thankyou



"girls just wanna have fun"

oops, wrong singer

I guess people at

shoppers now know

what we're really like

come on

Elvis, shake

that pelvis
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Now it's time for plain old school

life

2 of the most encouraging ladies at Tyndale

true servants
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come on Ted, smile like the girls ,xm

Aaron, one amazing man of God

It
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comparing yearbooks eh? Pittman, you'll make one fine ra

23
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all I wanted was a picture of Lewis, and then outta no where his ladies

show up

and all this time I thought it was wheetes that

made great athletes great teacher

and man of God

24



two great ladies who will be doing the

yearbook next year (so if you didn't make
it in this year, make sure you get them to

take your picture next year!)

Bushey, all that needs to

be said

wanna know who won? turn to page 97
25



Al likes to play the sitar, while

he's sitting

Come on girls, can't you

just get along like the boys?

26

Betts, you have a great smile, just ask Lloyd, sorry Jay, maybe next

yearbook you'll get a kiss



"no Princess, it's all about the

'Kingdom of God,' not about your

hair cut"

they're not eating here, and apparently neither is Mark Clark
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The first annual "Norwalk
Christmas Banquet"

Janea and S-lo, you guys are so co'



domino's anyone?

no fashion statements here (for some reason, still dateless)
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G.S. White and friends

can you tell who dyed their hair?

i

just before Ted

proposed

a "Kodak Moment"



cute couple

a special thanks to George's

family for allowing him to spend

so much effort and time on us

the "Southern Generals"

the last picture before the

norwalk virus broke out
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Once again...SUDDEN IMPACT!

"if you wanna impress the girls, ye gotta learn how to fly!"

32

here's Rachel's lil'sis

(on the left!)

Where's a fire when you

need one



if this doesn't leave a mark,

I don't know what will

it's 4 AM, Where's my COFFEE!?! future Tyndale students
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What you've all been waiting for,

the sports pages

CHAMPS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I

just loosening up before the big win
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talk about getting air

feels great doesn't it?
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boys you made us all proud (wait a second, isn't that a sin?)

the main man, coach Phil
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Joe Millionaire and

Bushey, two classy guys

what are you looking

at?
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Another fine year of representing Tyndale on the hardwood floor

isn't that the voice of the Raptors?



for those of you who weren't there, both shots went in
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Koobsy, no need to grimace, you are the man
39



Tyndale hockey is growing

a special thanks to Matt Lortie for coaching this

year, you did a great job

the competion was
stubbling to catch up

II
look for Tyndale hockey next year in a league near you!
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Now time for some intramural

sports
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the first annual Sportsnnans Cup, west vs east
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Hoffer's Hounds, the female Champions

who did let the hounds out?

Sara Locke's girls (including Matt Lortie), great team dynamics and

runners up
42
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the staff were a great team and went undefeated, winning it all, but

we don't have their picture, so we'll show you the crowd instead

toilet bowl champions, for Matt Lortie, 2 years in a row

43



The Sweet-man's Address

The end ot rhe school ve;ir is always birtersweet:

on one hand we all look torward to the warmth,

rest from study, and activities of the summer

while graduates anticipate new beginnings, but

on the other, endings are difficult - saying good-

bye to friends, finding rhe always elusi\e summer

job, bidding tarewell to the stability and richness

that life at Tyndale brings. It's like that tor me too.

A^ much as I'm excited about a summer ot vaca-

tion, baseball, and sun, I always feel a sense ot re-

gret and sorrow as I watch students pack up their

rooms anci move out tor four months or for good.

And yet, through all the gooci and bad, we can re-

view the past eight months knowing that God has

been with us ever>' step ot the way.

What always surprises me about academic years at Tyndale is the sheer speed ot passuig time.

Wasn't it only yesterday that student leaders and frosh gathered for a retreat at Muskoka Woods.' I

srill haw vivid memories of the utter beauty of the Muskokas and Goei's wondrous creation, racing

around the track with our cardboard and skateboard cars, singing Happy Birthday to a very shy but

pleased David Eyre, and listening in awe to the words of wisdom and vulnerability of Dr Davis and

Professor Davey. So many memories from the very beginning. Remember too all the excellent

chapels: Sundar Krishnan, Brux>' Cavey, Preston Manning, Gordon Fee, Victor Shepherd, Michael

Coren, and Mark Noll.'' 1 am continually grateful for the creativity, commitment, and excellence of

all our chapel musicians and vocalists, especially for all that jay, Stephanie, and Peter brought to

chapels this year. It's really unbelievable how much talent we have here at Tyndalel 1 know from

speaking wirh many of you how deeply and otren God reached into your hearts during rhe.se and

other times. His good work was evideiit ever^'where this year!

We had an amazing year in the dorm too. From western suppers and midnight pancakes, to the

Geriatric Night, Ernie's videos and announcements and times of worship and prayer and, of

course, NORWALK, 2002-2003 will always be remembered. Our RAs were grace-filled servants

and their dedication was inspiring: without Erin, Erika, jess, Jill, Kary, Melissa, Steph, Charlie,

Chris, Greg, Justin, Ian, Lloyd, and Sean our year would not have been so rich. And there were so

many times through rhe year that I would stand back in absolute awe of the job and commitment

of our Student Council leaders: Lindsay, Al, Sara, Ira, Sanda, Cindy, and Crystal along with all the

other members were always thinking ot how to make this place even betrcr tor every College

student. I can't miagine what we would have done without these beautiful men and women ot

God. We were constantly blessed by their work and presence.

So from September with its melted ice cream to April and the fantastic Spring Banquet, it's been a

good, good year. God has met us here and we have moved more deeply into the lite oi Christ

through the Spirit's movement. Naturally because life is life there will be many new and excitmg

rhings that will come our way next year at Tyndale, bur what will never change it that you've been

part of something very special this year. And tor that, let's give thanks to our God: Father, Son,

and Holy Spirit for His abundance, grace, and tor this commLmiry...Amen.



Mug shots

Sky Starr, Sylvester Owesu-Ansah, Ernester Chanu, Winnie Manu

\}
Geoff Millar, Nora Burleigh, Megan McLaren, Sam Yoon

Nathan Martin, Will "the thrill" Mark, Bekka Ries, Scott Ball
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Andrew Thompson, Matthew McEwen, Greg S White, Nouhoum
Coulibaly

Leona Enns, Angie Willis, Marina Hofman

Rachel Sloane, Rachel Hampson, Marisa Foscarini, David Mwangi
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Sara (no H!) Locke, Heather Palmer, Joybeth Brooks, Rachel Carson

Sarah Sampson, Jane! Andrews, Jen Lewis, Katie Stone

Darryl Silvestri, Enoch Khuu, Eilbron Meghdies, Geoff Millar (wow, 2

appearances, bad Geoff!) 47
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Steve Amorin, Kim Vaters, Stacey Morrison, Matt Jonker

Gloria Ramsay, Amanda Mason

Marq Leblanc, Sean Connolly, Phil Clarke, Jon Valentin
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Erin Alger, Lena Sawatzky, Eileen Vanderwerff, Crystal Davidson,

Sabrina Wiens
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Matthew R. Lortie Tyler Manning and The Trinity

Anya Heimbecker, Becky Tuininga, Danielle Bernardo, Evelyn Hamm
50
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Matthew McKean, Kyle Pitman, Ryan Matulewicz, Kevin Carrigan

Jared Korstanje, Christine Holt, Jane Fonda, Greg Koobs

Krizrofer Lortie, Lisa Verkaik, Samuel Chung Pow, Tiger Woods 2003
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Tyler Thrasher, Justin McCourt, Chris Lewis, Ian McLaren

Andrea Meszaros, Alicia Aukema, Niesha Snyder
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Jason Carson, Mike Aldred, Colin Simpson, Daniel Juppster

Emily Bacon, Heather-Ann Kaldweway, Ashlee Marshall, Lauren Banks

Eugene Chan, David Sun, Derek Andren, Jonathon Nip
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Andre Bernier, Andrew Suttar, Patrick Roy, Bill Gates

Kate McClure, Steph Perry

Jen Lewis, Katie Stone, Jill Tyers
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A few Commuter pics

gathering in the kat, not posing for a picture

"Ya I have a girlfriend...

but were not that serious!"

you eat here when you don't have to?
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What we do outside of the

school

and yes, we are drinking sodas and water
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The Ones who make it all

possible

Prof. S. Thomson
58

Dr. D. Wong Dr. E. Penner



/

Dr. D. Scott Dr. G. Meidema Dr. W. Malcom

Dr. R. Davis Prof. E. Davey Dr. K. Bodner

Prof. G. Heath Prof. M Lindsay Dr. B. Posterski
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Venture 2002-2003

in 24 hours they won't be in snow, but instead the hot sandy beaches

how romantic!



Hoo-Ya girls

just a flesh wound eh

Chris? way to lead by

example
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and they say

Venture's intense!



no matter what...someone
always stirs the pot

causing the ladies to stumble, wooowho
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Back to the dorms for a closer

look

Erin the icecream monster \ '^\^.

,

3 South

nothing like relaxing

and enjoying the

moment



3 north

Sir Charles Burns and the boys (but where

are the ladies?)
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look at those smiles,

gg picture perfect

4 south
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Lloyd and Princess



Erica and Katy the Olson twins

67
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4 central

just studying right????

68

Lortie and Koobs
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4 north-4 life

Justin and Ian, ra's

70
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The ra's who made this years rez

life great





Now the torch has been passed,

next years ra's

so, this is all there is to being an ra? sweet! (little do they know, hehe)

your ra's for next year, still under false illusions
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The real thrust behind the

dorms, Tanya and James,
thankyou!!

you guys did a great job, and for those who don't know them,

they love and serve God with all their heart



Another major part of Tyndale

life, student council

fiBOn* _- «>

76

your 2002-2003 student council

president- lindsay ham vice-president- al hounsell



Matthew Ernie Crystal Ira



Chris (man is he strong, sorry about the smell "where's that

but scent isn't everything) Sarah wonderful aroma

coming from?"- Keith

GS Marina
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Craigers and the Great One Diane and Cindy

Lewis Patric S-lo
79



The clue that the year's almost

over...pancake supper

Mark, is that a tatoo on your tongue?!?!?!

yes, and then I said... these are good pancakes eh?
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you go to all this hard work and all they do is make faces? makes you

feel for them eh?

free food? no wonder there's a line come on Kate, show

us that smile! gi



G & T, thanks for the good times

f.
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Nliiliiitliur-

good spot to pick up eh?, and you said you just wanted to study

1

don't you just love all of these happy faces?
83



only ate here so that I could get my
photo in the yearbook our own dinner intermission

wasn't man enough to keep the

hair for the banquet

so ah. ..what is the theology

behind food?
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Mark! whats going on? Stevie T, Brad and Shant are on page 27

Sam and Diane, their first

date (Sam, maybe next

time spend some money
and take her out to Swiss

Chalet) 85



Tyndale Year End Banquet

who do these guys think they are, Keith Brooks?

86

.what ain't easy???



Bridal College Poster Children our own energizer bunny... he

kept going and going

to think, he held that pose for

20 minutes great job guys, music to our ears



you, the

people

if we could

be serious

for a moment



Peru mission trip

TEAM PERU: Doug Springer, Greg Whyte, Al Hounsell, Heather Stump, Ernie Chan, Sam
Tengur, Steff Perry, Rachel Hampson, Rossanna Mattias, Andrew Martin, Tessy Castro,

Oscar the Missionary, Will Mark, Pastor Reuben's wife. Pastor Reuben

Andrew: "reaching out" to the lost children G-Dub: giving the net
89
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Ernie: another picture-perfect smile

AM
Backstage prayer-meeting during service

Staff and her "spiritual father" Ricardo

The ragless ragman drama
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2002-2003 Tyndale College

Graduates

Suzanne Wilkinson, Tracie Elliot, Derrick Mark, Eleanor Adu-Anane,

Jean Doreen Cummins

When viewing these photos do not look at them as

just another group of people graduating together but

rather, remember in the words of Jean, that every

graduate has his or her own personal story that they

have been through in order to get to this point in their

life.
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Emily Chow, Lillian Wai Yuk Lai, Jeremy Law, Joseph Ho,

Yu Lan Anita Liu

James Knott, Rick Baerwinkel, Pamela Hicks, JuneMawhinney,

92 Nicole Natasha Mwangi



Judy Dias, Christopher Burtch, Roscoe Lim, Demise Weiland,

Peter Fox

Samuel Chung, Lloyd Lehrbass, Crystal Davidson, Jamie Reimer,

Oliver Clarke 93



Colleen Querin, Sharon Tang, Demi Park, Sylvester Owusu-Ansah,

Rick Dempsey

Dan Mongrain, Renny Varughese, Jeffrey Penney, Lori Penney, Becky

Burditt
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Lawrence Anthony Wong, David Jonathan Lynn, Dwight Bleary,

Jonathon Turtle, Constance Slessor

Joy Van Daalen, Chein Wan Alice Yaung, Lili Shen, Erica Morris,

Wayne Clarke 95



Thankyou Tyndale for a great year, thanks to Craigers

for your help and to Al for proof-reading and helping

out with it in other ways (any mistakkes, blame Al!)

During the Norwalk season, I met Hogan instead of writing exams










